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2Heuristics in Context*
3

4DAVID FORTUNATO AND RANDOLPH T. STEVENSON

5A growing literature in political science has pointed to the importance of heuristics in
6explaining citizens’ political attitudes, beliefs, and behaviors. At the same time, the multi-
7disciplinary research on heuristics in general has revealed that individuals seem to use
8heuristics sensibly—applying them (perhaps subconsciously) when they are likely to be helpful
9but not otherwise. We extend this multidisciplinary work to political behavior and present a

10general theory of contextual variation in political heuristic use applied to discover under what
11conditions (i.e., what political contexts) voters will use a partisanship heuristic to infer the leg-
12islative votes of their legislators in imperfectly disciplined voting contexts. More specifically, we
13predict that US constituents of loyal partisan senators will use the partisanship heuristic more
14often than constituents of less loyal senators. Our empirical analysis reveals strong support for
15our theory, contributing to our understanding of political heuristics in general and adding
16nuance to our understanding of the partisanship heuristic in particular.

17We draw on a growing interdisciplinary literature on the use of heuristics to argue that
18individual citizens condition their use of political heuristics on the context in which
19they participate in politics (Gigerenzer, Hertwig and Pachur 2011). Further, and
20perhaps more controversially, we argue that they “choose” heuristics (likely subconsciously)
21that are, in a specific sense explained below, rational.
22After developing our general argument, we apply it to the question of how Americans infer
23the voting behavior of their US senators. This question has been the subject of several recent
24studies, which have established that most Americans use a simple partisanship heuristic to infer
25how their senators voted on important bills before Congress (Ansolabehere and Jones 2010;
26Dancey and Sheagley 2013). Our theory, however, leads us to push beyond these findings and
27to hypothesize that the use of this partisanship heuristic will be conditioned by the political
28context in which citizens form their beliefs. Specifically, we argue that individuals will con-
29dition their use of the partisanship heuristic on the extent to which the senator in question is a
30party loyalist or a “maverick”—with individuals in less loyalist contexts using the partisanship
31heuristic less often than those in more loyalist contexts.
32In the next section, we flesh out the general argument that motivates this hypothesis, pointing
33out that our approach differs from the usual focus of the American-centered literature on
34heuristics in that our principle concern is explaining contextual-level variation in heuristic use,
35rather than individual-level; although, our theory also bears implications for individual-level
36variation, which also investigate. Because our focus is unusual and our definition is taken from
37an emerging interdisciplinary literature on heuristics, rather than the political science literature
38directly, we take special care to place our study in the context of the extant political science
39literature on heuristics and discuss the informational requirements our model places on citizens
40in detail. Next, we investigate how individuals can come to understand (even if subconsciously)
41the relevant features of the political context upon which they condition their use of the
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42partisanship heuristic and discuss the role of political sophistication in this process. Finally, we
43present an empirical test of the argument using individual data from the 2006 Cooperative
44Congressional Election Study and contextual data capturing each senator’s historical record of party
45loyalty in legislative voting. Building on the study by Ansolabehere and Jones (2010), we construct
46an empirical model that accounts for the confounding influences of voter preferences and true
47information to isolate behaviors consistent with heuristic use. To preview, we find very strong
48support for our hypothesis that context conditions the use of the partisanship heuristic. Further, our
49analysis reveals several other intriguing phenomena, including the way that voters treat freshman
50senators (for whom there is no record of legislative voting on which to condition their heuristic
51application) and how political interest heightens sensitivity to political context, causing high interest
52voters (relative to their lower interest counterparts) to apply the partisanship heuristicmore often for
53loyal senators and less often for disloyal senators. We conclude by briefly discussing the normative
54implications of our research and summarizing the relevant takeaways for political scientists.

55MODELS OF INFORMATION PROCESSING, HEURISTICS, AND “ECOLOGICAL RATIONALITY”

56Students of mass political behavior are increasingly taking an “information processing”
57approach to the study of political attitudes, beliefs, expectations, and behaviors (Lodge,
58McGraw and Stroh 1989; Zaller 1992; Kuklinski and Hurley 1994; Lupia 1994; Lupia and
59McCubbins 1998). In this paradigm, the main concern is understanding how an individual
60selects from and processes the stream of political messages he or she receives in order to form
61beliefs and make decisions. Much of this work has argued that this processing “throws away”
62much of the political information individuals encounter—instead mixing a small amount of
63carefully selected information with simple rules of thumb that map this information to complex
64political cognitions (like attitudes, beliefs, and expectations). Borrowing from Gigerenzer and
65Gassmaier (2011) and Gigerenzer, Hertwig and Pachur (2011), we take the combination of
66these kinds of simple informational inputs and the corresponding rules that map them to a given
67complex cognition to define a heuristic.1

68Defined in this way, it would not be too much of a stretch to characterize much of the
69“information processing” literature as an attempt to both identify the heuristics (the relevant
70informational inputs and applicable cognitive rules) that individuals use to produce various
71complex cognitions and behaviors, and to understand how these heuristics allow individuals to
72produce more or less “rational” cognitions (Lupia and McCubbins 1998) or create persistent
73biases in them (Zaller 1992).
74Examples of this agenda in political behavior research focused on the American case (by far
75the most studied case in the literature) include Nicholson’s (2012) study of the polarizing effects
76of in/out-group dynamics, Lau and Redlawsk’s (1997, 2001) research on correct voting and
77information search, and Lodge and Hamill’s (1986) classic work on partisan bias in information
78absorption and recall. Dancey and Sheagley’s (2013) recent article on voters’ beliefs about the
79legislative behavior of their senators is an exemplar of the heuristic approach to information
80processing. Their study argues (and finds) that the average American forms her beliefs about the

1 Various definitions of heuristics exist. Ours differs in emphasizing explicitly that the informational inputs
that feed into the rule mapping these inputs to outputs are part of the heuristic—it is not just the rule. This
emphasis results directly from our explicit consideration of when heuristics will be used, which clearly depends
not only on the features of the rule (e.g., its complexity) but on the costs of the informational inputs and the
accuracy of the resulting outputs. Thus, when considering how heuristic use varies across contexts, it is important
that the definition include all three contextually variable features.
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81legislative voting of her senators by applying the partisanship heuristic, which mixes two
82informational inputs—a senator’s party affiliation and his party’s positions on legislation—with
83a simple rule: “senators vote with their party.” Our goal in this paper is to build on these results
84and others (e.g., Ansolabehere and Jones 2010; Carson et al. 2010) by shifting the focus from
85the question of whether voters use a partisanship heuristic to the questions of when or under
86what conditions they use it and how its usage varies contextually.
87Our answers to these questions draw on (and we hope ultimately contribute to) an emerging
88literature in political behavior pointing to the critical role that political and institutional context
89plays in determining the kinds of political heuristics voters in those contexts use (Fortunato
90and Stevenson 2013, 2016; Duch, Przepiorka and Stevenson 2014). This literature draws, in
91turn, on a broader multidisciplinary effort to develop theoretical tools (including conceptual
92language and measurement strategies) for identifying the specific differences in context that
93condition heuristic use (Goldstein and Gigerenzer 2002; Smith 2003; Gigerenzer, Hertwig and
94Pachur 2011).
95This general literature suggests that a heuristic will be used when it is “ecologically rational”
96in the context in which it is to be applied. That is, when it is less costly than alternative
97information processing strategies (including the costs of collecting relevant informational inputs
98and the cognitive costs of processing these inputs) and produces—on average—sufficiently
99accurate inferences, given the costs. Specifically, an ecologically rational heuristic should

100either be more accurate—again, on average—than other alternative information processing
101strategies that have similar (or lesser) costs, or, if less accurate than an alternative strategy, be
102sufficiently less costly that it is still “rational” to use it overall.2 To put it more simply,
103ecologically rational heuristics are those that are cheap, simple, and accurate in a given context.
104Consequently, when these features of a heuristic differ across contexts, we should expect its use
105to differ accordingly. Our focus here will be on the empirical regularities (in this case, the
106legislative voting patterns of senators) that make a heuristic more or less accurate in a given
107context. Note this is distinct from previous work examining how context conditions the relative
108value of informational inputs (e.g., Huckfeldt 2007) or how individual differences condition
109heuristic choice quality (e.g., Lau and Redlawsk 2001), though we see our contribution as
110complimentary to this work.
111We can illustrate the concept of the ecological rationality of a heuristic with a simple
112example. Several scholars (e.g., Goldstein and Gigerenzer 2002; Pohl 2006) have studied how
113individuals use a simple recognition heuristic to discriminate between the pair of items on a
114given criterion—for example, to report which of a given pair of cities is the largest. The
115recognition heuristic applied to this question takes a single piece of information—whether the
116individual recognizes the name of one city but not the other, recognizes both cities, or recog-
117nizes neither—and mixes it with the simple rule: “if I recognize one city but not the other, the
118one I recognize is likely to be larger, otherwise I don’t know.”When this heuristic discriminates
119between cities (i.e., the subject recognizes one city but not the other) subjects consistently
120choose the recognized city as the largest.
121Why do they do this? Goldstein and Gigerenzer (2002) argue that they do so because it is
122almost always (i.e., in all contexts) ecologically rational for individuals to use the recognition

2 Keep in mind that an individual, faced with forming some belief or making some decision, could forgo
using any sort of heuristic. It may be that in a given context there is no heuristic that has a combination of
accuracy and costs that justify its use over alternative accurate but costly strategies—like collecting all available
information and optimally weighting this information (i.e., a “regression” approach)—or alternative inaccurate
but cheap strategies (i.e., guessing).
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123heuristic in this task. Specifically, the informational inputs the heuristic requires are essentially
124costless, the rule is simple to apply, and the inferences generated by the heuristic are very likely
125to be right for most people. That is, the contexts in which most individuals come to recognize
126city names or not (the media environment, social interactions, educational experiences, etc.) all
127tend to produce a strong positive correlation between recognition and city size and, somehow,
128individuals “know” this correlation and instinctively rely on it to answer the question.
129Consider now a similar task in which the recognition heuristic is not ecologically rational in
130most contexts. Suppose that rather than choosing which of two cities is the largest, one is
131asked which of the cities is closer to Edinburgh? Pohl (2006) asked just this type of question to
132a group of subjects and almost none of them used the recognition heuristic to answer it.
133Why? Because even though applying such a heuristic is certainly as cheap and simple as
134in the previous example, it is not nearly as accurate. And, importantly, Pohl’s subjects
135intuitively understood this (as, no doubt, most readers will).3 There are few contexts (if any) in
136which city name recognition will have a high correlation with the distance of the city from
137Edinburgh, therefore most individuals will not reach for the recognition heuristic when faced
138with this task.
139The logic of this simple example serves in more complex scenarios as well. In a recent paper
140(Fortunato and Stevenson 2016), we present evidence suggesting that the different heuristics
141voters might use to generate expectations about which governing coalitions are likely to form
142(in parliamentary democracies) differ in their cost, simplicity, and accuracy (i.e., their ecological
143rationality) across countries and that the use of these different heuristics corresponds to this
144variation. For example, in countries in which there is a strong correlation between a party’s
145ideological distance from the prime ministerial party and their chance of getting into a cabinet,
146voters use an ideological compatibility heuristic to form expectations about who will join a
147given PM in cabinet. In countries where this correlation is weaker, use of the heuristic is
148diminished.
149Examining use of the partisanship heuristic to infer legislative voting in the US Congress
150is a nearly ideal first application of ecological rationality to political science because it
151isolates a single moving parameter: accuracy. As we argue below, we expect little systematic
152difference across contexts in the cost or simplicity of this heuristic; however, we have
153good reason to believe that its accuracy varies substantially across contexts. Specifically,
154while there is a great deal of party-line voting in the 105th through the 109th Senates
155(the period leading up to the administration of the survey with which we test our arguments),
156there is significant variation across senators—ranging from a high of 99 percent loyalty
157(John Kerry in the 108th Senate) to a low of 39 percent (Zell Miller in the 108th Senate). More
158generally, the party loyalty of individual senators in a given session tends to vary from nearly
159perfect to about 65 percent (keep in mind that 50 percent means the senator splits her votes
160between Democratic and Republican coalitions perfectly and her party label is therefore
161uninformative). Table 1 describes loyalty in senate voting over this period by party in a bit
162more detail.
163Thus, the main hypothesis we propose to test in the paper is that voters with senators who

have historically voted with their party at lower rates (i.e., “mavericks”) will apply the

3 Take a moment and try it yourself: which of these Swiss cities is larger? Zurich or Köniz? Now, which is
closer to Berlin? For most people the first question is easy and very quickly answered, but the second is not. Even
if one does guess, one has to think of some rationale that does not come intuitively to mind and likely does not
rely simply on recognition. Clearly, then, you must intuitively “know” something about the relative accuracy of
the correlation between recognition and city size (high) versus the correlation between recognition and distance
to Berlin (low).
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164partisanship heuristic less often than those who have senators who are party loyalists.
165More formally:

166ECOLOGICAL RATIONALITY HYPOTHESIS: Voters with less reliably partisan senators will use the
167partisanship heuristic less often than voters with more
168reliably partisan senators.

169Before assessing this hypothesis, we consider a few theoretical issues. First, we discuss the
170information inputs required to apply the partisanship heuristic and whether it is reasonable to
171assume that voters possess them. Second, we consider how individual differences in political
172interest and sophistication should interact with context to condition the use of the partisanship
173heuristic.

174THE INFORMATIONAL INPUTS OF THE PARTISANSHIP HEURISTIC

175The partisanship heuristic requires voters to have two pieces of information: the party affiliation
176of their senator and the party’s position on the issue in question. Information on the first of these
177is widely available and our survey evidence suggests that it is also widely known. In the roughly
17852,000 respondent–senator pairings in our final data, the respondent identified the party of the
179senator correctly about 82 percent of the time. That said, this information is not costless and, in
180accordance with the idea of ecological rationality, if its cost were to vary by state or by senator
181that would be a potential source of contextual variation in the use of the partisanship heuristic.
182However, there is little evidence of this kind of variation in our data and the prima facie case
183that it would be harder to obtain information about one’s senator in one state or the other strikes
184us as weak.
185The second piece of information that is necessary to apply the partisanship heuristic is an
186understanding of what position the parties have taken on the legislative vote in question. Few
187scholars, including us, would credit the idea that most voters have detailed information about
188the parties’ positions and votes on specific bills (or even direct knowledge that the bills were
189considered). However, it is also clear that most voters understand the parties’ general ideolo-
190gical positions and that (perhaps as a consequence) many have accurate perceptions of party
191positions on at least a few important and salient issues. To take one example, in an April 2012
192survey, the Pew Research Center found that 71 percent of respondents knew the Republicans
193were the more conservative party. Further, about two-thirds believed, correctly, that Democrats
194are more supportive of gay rights, raising income taxes, and providing a “path to citizenship”
195for illegal immigrants (Pew 2012, 2). The survey included seven issue questions in total and a
196brief analysis showed that, controlling for a respondent’s age, gender, and education, the
197probability of correctly identifying the parties’ relative positions on these issues increased by

TABLE 1 Description of Senator Loyalty by Party for the
105th–109th Congresses

Democrats Republicans

Mean 0.906 0.904
SD 0.061 0.060
Minimum 0.386 0.622
Maximum 0.989 0.979
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198about 30 percent if one understood the relative positions of the parties on the more general
199liberal–conservative dimension.4 These findings (and many others like them) imply that, while
200most voters may lack direct knowledge of party positions on specific bills, many can use their
201general understanding of the left-right or liberal–conservative dimension to infer the positions
202of parties on salient issues.
203This gives us some confidence in the assumption that many of the 2006 Cooperative Con-
204gressional Election Survey (CCES) respondents know (or can infer) the parties’ positions on the
205kinds of salient issues they were asked about in that survey.5 That said, the close empirical
206connection between knowledge of the parties’ relative positions on the general left-right
207ideological dimension and their relative positions on specific, salient, issues suggests that we
208can maximize the applicability of our assumption by limiting our sample to respondents who
209correctly place the Democrats to the left (more liberal) of the Republicans when asked to
210evaluate party ideologies (clearly a prerequisite to using general ideologies to correctly infer
211party positions on specific policies). Likewise, since our first informational criterion for
212applying the partisanship heuristic is knowing the partisanship of the senator in question, we
213can also exclude respondents who did not have this information. In the end, we proceed with a
214sample of respondents that seem to possess both of the informational prerequisites to apply the
215partisanship heuristic and note that the conclusions we draw from the analyses below pertain
216only to those that possess the requisite informational inputs.6

217HOW DO VOTERS COME TO KNOW SENATORS’ HISTORICAL PARTY LOYALTY?

218We do not believe that most voters consciously collect information about the partisan loyalty of
219their senators. Rather, we argue (consistent with almost all work on the ecological rationality of
220heuristics) that this contextual information (which is necessary to discriminate between contexts
221in which the partisanship heuristic will be more or less ecologically rational) gets transmitted
222through social institutions (the media, schools, etc.) and interpersonal interactions. In the case of
223senatorial voting behavior, it is likely that the media plays the most important role in building
224this kind of background knowledge (i.e., a voter’s sense of whether their senator is a loyalist or
225maverick)—a notion consistent with the tone of other recent work that finds fairly extraordinary
226connections between legislative behaviors and voters (e.g., work showing that variation
227in congressional voting patterns is closely reflected in the attitudes and behaviors of the
228electorate—see Levendusky 2009; Ansolabehere and Jones 2010; Carson et al. 2010).
229Importantly, we in no way claim that voters directly absorb the record of roll call votes, whether
230through the media or in some other way, but instead argue that voters come to a general sense of
231their senators’ partisan loyalty based on a media narrative that is a reflection, but not a carbon
232copy, of their real legislative behaviors.
233This media mechanism for connecting relatively opaque legislative behaviors to voters has
234struck most researchers (including those cited above) as so obvious as to require no empirical
235justification. It is possible, however, to examine the plausibility of the assumption that
236qualitative information about senatorial voting behavior is made available to voters in media
237messages. Specifically, we can examine whether the language used in news stories about

4 This analysis is discussed in online appendix.
5 It is worth pointing out that if this assumption is false, we should not find (and Ansolabehere and Jones

(2010) and Dancey and Sheagley (2013) should not have found) that use of the heuristic results in accurate
inferences about senatorial votes.

6 Results from a model using all respondents are in the section A4 of the appendix.
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238loyalist senators differs systematically from the language used for maverick senators. Thus, while
239we do not attempt a sophisticated media analysis here (since our purpose is only to illustrate the
240plausibility of our assumptions), we do create a simple estimate of media-transmitted historical
241party (dis)loyalty for the senators that served in each of the five terms leading up to the 2006
242CCES. This identifies almost all stories in US newspapers and television news broadcasts about
243each senator in this period (1997–2006) and calculates the proportion of these news articles
244mentioning the senator that also included language relevant to party disloyalty.7

245We compared this measure with the senators’ historical party unity score over the same
246period. The latter measure is simply the number of votes on which the senator voted with the
247majority of their party over the total number of votes the senator cast for the 105th–109th
248Senates. The raw data are plotted in Figure 1. The plot shows that our measure of the media
249message about a senator’s partisan disloyalty has a significant negative correlation with his or
250her unity score over the period. Further, the specific senators identified in the extremes of the
251graph are those we would expect to see. For example, a much greater proportion of the stories
252about Senators McCain, Snowe, and Specter contain language indicating partisan disloyalty
253than for Senators Stevens and Mikulski. Though there are, indeed, a few notable outliers
254(Senator Lieberman, for example), the relationship between real voting behavior and the media
255narrative on party loyalty is quite robust.8 This evidence, though not meant to be definitive,

Effect of Partisan Unity on
Maverick Coverage in the Media
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Fig. 1. The relationship between media coverage of senators’ partisan disloyalty and their observed record
of party unity.

7 We calculated the ratio Number of messages including senator AND ′′maverick′′ language
Number of messages including senator by searching all US newspapers and

(transcripts of) news broadcasts covered in the Factiva database (over 35,000 sources) for January 3, 1997 to
January 3, 2007. The broad search (denominator) was simply a vector of search terms including the different
ways the senator could be referenced. From this set of articles, we then identified any that contained “maverick”
language (this number is the numerator in our ratio). The specific search terms are included in the section A5 of
the online appendix.

8 Regression estimates demonstrating the robustness of the relationship can be found in Table A5.1 of the
online appendix.
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256certainly points to the plausibility that information about the party loyalty of different senators is
257available to voters via the media, at least in terms of a general characterization of the extent to
258which senators tend to be party loyalists or mavericks.
259Finally, we conclude this section with another question about the information environment in
260which voters might come to know the partisan loyalty of their senators: what do they do when
261their senator has no voting history? The data we analyze in the empirical sections below include
262a number of freshman senators. It is reasonable to ask whether voters use a partisanship
263heuristic, simply guess, or do something else in these cases. Usefully, our data will let us answer
264this question definitely, but, in our view a theory based on the ecologically rational use of
265heuristics would have to conclude that voters in such contexts will use a partisanship heuristic.
266The reason is simply that across all contexts (i.e., across states and senators) the average senator
267is a party loyalist and so voters’ default long-term correlation between partisanship and legis-
268lative voting behavior—in the absence of the kind of countervailing information about
269“maverickiness” detailed above—should, in our view, be high, thus inducing an ecologically
270rational use of the partisan heuristic for freshman senators.

271POLITICAL SOPHISTICATION AND THE PARTISANSHIP HEURISTIC

272If media coverage is the mechanism through which individuals come to have information about
273the long-term correlation between partisanship and legislative behavior in their particular
274political contexts, as the results in the last section suggest, then it is a simple (and well
275documented; Zaller 1992) step between that and the hypothesis that more politically interested,
276sophisticated, or aware individuals will be more likely (consciously or otherwise) to correctly
277evaluate the ecological rationality of the partisan heuristic (as applied to legislative voting) in
278their particular context. Thus, in our view the role of political sophistication and/or interest in
279our theoretical story is not to simply increase or decrease the use of the partisan heuristic
280generally, but rather to enhance the extent to which such individuals use the partisanship
281heuristic in contexts where it is appropriate to do so.
282This hypothesis is very much in spirit of Sniderman, Brody and Tetlock (1991) and Lau
283and Redlawsk (1997) who argued that some political knowledge and motivation is required
284to use heuristics effectively. Likewise, it complements Lau and Redlawsk’s (2001) later
285finding that using a heuristic increases the probability of a correct vote for political sophisticates
286but may decrease it for the less politically sophisticated. In both cases, the claim is that
287politically interested and sophisticated individuals are able to use heuristics to enhance the
288quality of their political choices; for us, by using them in contexts where they are more
289likely to lead to accurate or otherwise satisfying choices; and, for Lau and Redlawsk, by
290increasing the chances of a “correct” vote.9 Finally, this hypothesis, while not contradicting
291Dancey and Sheagley’s (2013) findings, does add considerable nuance to their empirical
292predictions.

293DATA AND MODEL CONSTRUCTION

294In this section, we present the data and construct the empirical models used to test our main
295hypothesis as well as to explore related questions like how voters assess the likely voting

9 Note that Lau and Redlawsk also find that respondents employing heuristics will be more prone to an
“incorrect vote” when candidates are atypical of their party. This is similar to Dancey and Sheagley’s (2013)
conclusion.
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296behavior of freshman senators and how variation in general political interest over respondents
297impacts our findings. We use data from the 2006 CCES. Among other things, this survey asked
298respondents how each of the senators from their state voted on seven bills that had recently
299come up for a vote in the Senate: a ban on “partial birth abortion,” government funding of stem
300cell research, the withdrawal of American troops from Iraq, a path to legal citizenship for illegal
301immigrants, an increase to the minimum wage, an extension for the capital gains tax cut, and a
302free trade agreement between the United States and several Central American countries. The
303survey also asked voters how they would have voted on the issues themselves, as well as their
304perceptions of the general ideological positions of the parties, their own ideological positions
305and party affiliations, a battery of political knowledge and interest questions, and other standard
306demographics. Recent articles using these data by Ansolabehere and Jones (2010) and Dancey
307and Sheagley (2013) provide a detailed discussion of the survey as well as much of the relevant
308descriptive data, so we do not repeat that information here.10

309These data are complicated—consisting of individual choices of one of three alternative
310responses (a perceived “yea” vote, “nay” vote, or a “don’t know”) to questions about two
311different senators and seven different issues—and so the models that we ultimately need for a
312careful test of our hypothesis are correspondingly complex. Before describing those various
313complexities, however, we discuss a model in more simple terms.
314Ignore for a moment the question of context and ask simply how we could use these data to
315establish that individuals are using a partisanship heuristic. One strategy relies on the idea that
316if respondents are using the partisanship heuristic, they should (1) report that their senator will
317vote the party line on all issues and (2) this report should be unresponsive to the senator’s actual
318vote. Thus, we can conceptualize a test for the use of the partisanship heuristic as a regression
319of (1) an indicator for the senator’s party’s position on an issue (call this variable party position)
320and (2) an indicator of the senator’s actual vote on the issue (call this variable true vote) on a
321dependent variable indicating whether the respondent thought her senator voted for the bill or
322not. If most voters were using the heuristic on most issues, the coefficient on party position
323should be large and the coefficient on true vote should be 0. If the latter coefficient is non-zero
324and positive (i.e., a senator casting a vote for the bill leads respondents to be more likely to
325report the senator voted for it), we may conclude that there are individuals in the sample who are
326not using the partisanship heuristic but rather direct knowledge of senatorial votes or, at least,
327some process that implies or reflects direct knowledge.11 The larger this coefficient is relative to
328that on party position, the more important is this effect relative to the partisanship heuristic (and
329vis-à-versa). Finally, if both coefficients are 0, we can conclude that most voters are simply
330guessing.
331Given this setup, we can now see how to add a test for our contextual hypothesis to the
332model. We can simply add each senator’s historical party unity score to the model interacted
333with party position and true vote. If our hypothesis is correct, the interaction with party position
334will have a large positive coefficient (i.e., more historical party-line voting leads to a greater
335chance that the respondent will report that her senator has voted the party line).
336One important wrinkle in this setup is that respondents were allowed three possible responses
337to the questions about senatorial votes: “yea”, “nay”, or “don’t know.” Consequently, we need a
338statistical model that is appropriate for modeling unordered, discrete choices. In what follows
339we use mixed logit models. In our case, these models require that we include two constructed
340variables for each conceptual variable (see Train 2009). This proliferation of right-hand-side

10 See the study website for more information on this survey series: http://projects.iq.harvard.edu/cces
11 This interpretation requires that we control for historical party unity in the specification.
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341variables complicates presentation and interpretation of the results. However, the essential
342character of the proposed inference is the same despite these complications: we want to know
343the effect of party position and how this changes across contexts. In the actual model speci-
344fication (reported in the section A2 of the online appendix) these effects are captured with
345appropriate sets of dummy variables and interactions, making interpretation of the coefficients
346quite complex. Thus, in the text we report substantive effects that combine all these coefficients
347appropriately and compare those instead.
348The main variables of interest in the empirical model are historical party unity, party
349position, true vote, and (most importantly) their interactions. However, there are also two other
350important substantive variables that we will examine in the empirical work that follows—the
351respondent’s level of political interest and whether a given senator has any voting record with
352which respondents’ might condition their perceptions of his or her legislative behavior. Our
353theoretical story suggests that in contexts defined by loyalist senators, almost all voters would
354do well to use a partisanship heuristic rather than direct knowledge of votes. However, it is
355likely the politically interested have some direct knowledge of their senator’s legislative
356behavior simply as a side-effect of consuming a great deal of political news. Thus, it is
357important that we allow the relative use of the partisanship heuristic to vary over respondents
358with different levels of political interest. We can do this simply by interacting our true vote and
359party position (as well as with the interaction of these variables with historical party unity) with
360a measure of the respondent’s political interest.
361In addition, our theoretical story about the impact of context depends on the idea that there is
362some historical record of a senator’s behavior that defines the relevant contextual cue for
363applying (or not) the partisanship heuristic. This condition is clearly not met for freshman
364senators and so we include an interaction between true vote and party position with an indicator
365for whether the senator in question is a freshman.12 Given that the average senator is a party
366loyalist, our expectation is that voters will assume freshman are as well. Of course, it is possible
367that they do not make this assumption and instead report “don’t know” responses in this case.
368Thankfully, our empirical design can easily discriminate between these possibilities.
369Finally, other factors (both measured and unmeasured) may confound our inferences about the
370relationships of interest. Thus, we attempt to measure possible confounders as well as model the
371unmeasured variation in the data by exploiting the hierarchical nature of our data to specify and
372estimate a series of error components (random intercepts). Below we take up these tasks in turn.

373Policy and Partisan Projection

374The first set of control variables concern the possibility that respondents may project their own
375views about an issue onto their senators (Wilson and Gronke 2000; Ansolabehere and Jones
3762010). Thankfully, the CCES included questions asking respondents how they would have
377voted on each of our seven issues. Thus, we can include a set of dummy variables in the
378empirical models indicating whether the respondent preferred a “yea” vote, a “nay” vote, or had
379no preference. In addition, we can interact these variables with indicators of the respondent’s
380partisanship (specifically whether he or she identifies with the same party as the senator in
381question, called co-partisans) to allow for the possibility that respondents’ projections may be
382stronger if they are projecting onto a co-partisan. This also allows for the possibility that
383respondents may project the position they dislike onto senators from the opposing party.

12 We assign freshmen a party unity score of 0. These 0s, however, are just place holders, given the freshmen
indicator and interactions (i.e., they are not meaningful 0’s in terms of the scale of the past unity score). They are
only included to allow us to make the interpretation of the interactions consistent.
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384The second set of controls is the interaction of co-partisans and the senators’ true votes.
385These are included to account for the potential that respondents may have differing levels of real
386information about the behaviors of senators given their partisanship. For example, senators may
387receive more scrutiny from opposing partisan constituents. Alternatively, constituents may have
388greater levels of direct information on the behavior co-partisan senators. One way or the other, it
389is important to account for these possibilities.
390The final set of policy and partisan controls is meant to control for out-group effects on
391behavioral expectations. It is possible that respondents whose senator is from the opposing party
392are more likely to believe their senator votes the party line (Nicholson 2012). The intuition here
393is that out-group behaviors are more likely to be oversimplified and that the natural bias of
394constituents is to assume that all opposing party legislators are essentially “party clones.” Thus,
395we include an interaction of party position and co-partisans.

396Characteristics of Respondents

397Earlier research using this same data includes several individual-level factors for which we also
398account. Specifically, Dancey and Sheagley (2013) found significant differences in levels of
399political information across socio-economic groups as well as significant differences in the
400willingness to give “don’t know” responses across gender. To prevent these differences from
401influencing the estimates of our variables of interest, we include the same demographic controls
402used by Dancey and Sheagley: gender, race (white or otherwise), income, and education.

403Controlling for Unmeasured Variables by Leveraging the Hierarchical Data Structure

404The rows of our data fall into in a variety of natural groupings. These include rows that refer to
405the same senator, rows that refer to the same issues, and rows that refer to the same respondent.
406The danger of data like these is that rows falling into the same group (say, that are by the same
407respondent) will be correlated with one another due to unmeasured variables at that group level
408(say, a personality trait that causes a respondent to be more likely to say “don’t know” in
409response to all questions). If unaccounted for, such correlation will corrupt our estimates of
410effects and uncertainty (Steenbergen and Jones 2002). At the same time, the opportunity of this
411structure is that we can exploit the natural groupings in the data to both evaluate how pro-
412blematic correlation within each grouping is and use error-components models to account for
413any worrisome correlations.
414The detailed hierarchical structure of the data is discussed in the section A2 of the online
415appendix and illustrated in Table A2.1. That discussion pinpoints nine possible groupings of the
416data that could theoretically cause rows to be correlated in various ways. Given current tech-
417nology, no feasible empirical model could simultaneously account for all nine groupings
418explicitly. Thus, it is important to identify those groups that are most likely to be problematic.
419One way to identify these problematic groupings is to examine how the standard errors of our
420estimates change when we estimate the model with error clustered on different groupings. This
421technique for identifying problematic groupings has often been used by applied researchers
422somewhat informally (e.g., Fortunato and Stevenson 2013) and has recently been put on more
423formal econometric footing (King and Roberts 2015). The idea is to focus on modeling those
424levels in the data that appear to have the most impact on our standard error estimates.13

13 Unmeasured factors leading to large correlations between rows of data in the same grouping in the data
cause large differences in clustered versus non-clustered standard errors.
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425The section A3 in the appendix provides this analysis and suggests that the most important
426groupings to account for are issues and senators.
427Given this, we model issue effects explicitly with a set of dummy variables (fixed effects).
428Further, we include random effects at the level of individual responses (i.e., a senator–issue–
429respondent grouping). This is the lowest level at which we could model such effects and argue
430that it effectively subsumes other higher level effects.14 In our view, this combination of fixed
431and random effects is the best specification that is estimable; however, we also estimated a wide
432variety of alternatives as reported in the section on robustness below. As it turns out, none of our
433substantive conclusions depend on the specific way we handle modeling the impact of
434unmeasured factors.15 Indeed, as we show in the section A4 of the online appendix, we get the
435same substantive conclusions from a simple multinomial model with no random or fixed effects
436and only the covariates necessary to test the hypotheses (e.g., no demographics or other con-
437trols). The robustness of the results to these drastic differences in model specification reassures
438us that the relationships we have found are strongly “in the data” and not due to our modeling
439decisions.

440EMPIRICAL RESULTS

441Evidence of Ecological Rationality

442Our ecological rationality hypothesis is simply that voters with more reliably partisan senators
443will use the partisanship heuristic more often than voters with less reliably partisan senators. To
444measure the extent to which the partisanship heuristic is being used (in any particular context),
445we need to estimate the predicted probability (ceteris paribus) that when a respondent is asked
446her senator’s vote on a roll call, she answers “yea” when the party position is “yea” and subtract
447this from the predicted probability that she answers “yea” when the party position is “nay.” This
448difference is how a respondent’s predicted beliefs about her senator’s vote change when the
449party position changes and so captures the extent to which the partisanship heuristic is con-
450sequential.16 Given this, we can test our ecological hypothesis simply by calculating this
451difference for each level of historical party unity and observing whether the difference is larger
452for higher levels of party unity, as we hypothesize it should be.
453In the top panel of Figure 2, we calculate these differences for a representative respondent
454using the coefficients reported in Table A2.3 (in the appendix). The evidence in this panel
455strongly supports our hypothesis. In contexts with strong party loyalists (e.g., Mitch McConnell
456with party unity of 0.96) a respondent’s probability of reporting that her senator voted for a bill
457increases by a dramatic 0.50 when the party position changes from “nay” to “yea.” In contrast,
458respondents in contexts with a senator like John McCain (0.82 party unity) do not alter their
459probability of reporting “yea” when the party position changes from “nay” to “yea.”

14 Since we allow for heterogeneity for each response, if a respondent is more likely to answer don’t know (DK)
on all issues and senators—for unmeasured reasons—this would result in each of his estimated response-level
random effects for a DK response to be higher than for other responses, thus capturing the higher level effect.

15 Note that because we are operating in a multinomial logit framework, the response-level random effects
require that we estimate two random intercepts: a random coefficient on an indicator variable for a “yea”
response and “nay” response, where DK responses serve as the baseline. In addition, it is unreasonable to assume
these random effects would be independent, therefore our estimates that use response-level random effects allow
these effects to be correlated—that is, the two random effects are drawn from a joint distribution.

16 We can, of course, also calculate the difference in the probability that a respondent answers “nay” or “don’t
know” in these same circumstances. In the former case, our ecological hypothesis predicts that the change in
probability of answering “nay” when the party changes from “nay” to “yea” should be negative in contexts with
high senatorial party loyalty and increase as one moves to contexts with less party loyalty.
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460Interestingly, our estimates suggest that respondents in contexts with maverick senators with
461the lowest levels of party unity may actually apply a sort of anti-partisanship heuristic in which,
462absent other information, they assume that their senator votes against his party. For example, the
463model predicts that Arlen Specter’s (unity score of about 0.76) constituents actually decrease
464their probability of reporting the senator voted for a bill (by about 0.15) when the party position
465changes from “nay” to “yea.” Of course, this is an instance in which voters’ responsiveness to
466the information has gone too far, making them more likely, on average, to make an incorrect
467inference than a voter that simply assumes each senator votes with their party every time.
468Such contexts, however, are outliers.
469The second panel in Figure 2 is calculated in the same way as the upper panel, but is
470the difference between cases in which the party position is constant and the senator’s true
471vote changes. To the extent that the respondent’s predicted beliefs change in this situation, this
472change represents forces that cannot be attributed to a partisanship heuristic (e.g., direct
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473knowledge of legislative votes). The lower panel shows that the change in the typical
474respondent’s probability of reporting “yea” when their senator’s vote changes from “nay” to
475“yea” is about 0.12 and it is effectively independent of party unity context. It is reassuring that
476we find a contextual effect where we predicted it and not where we did not. Taken together,
477these results offer strong support for our hypothesis that voters apply partisanship heuristic in
478response to their context.
479Finally, unrelated to our hypothesis, but nonetheless quite interesting, Figure 2 shows that the
480probability of respondents giving a “don’t know” response monotonically decreases with their
481senator’s party unity, and these effects are statistically and substantively robust. This suggests
482that citizens may feel more knowledgeable about their senators’ voting behaviors, and therefore
483more empowered to draw an inference about a particular vote, when those voting behaviors
484are more consistently partisan. This finding compliments previous work on “don’t know”
485propensity (e.g., Luskin and Bullock 2011) and cue clarity (e.g., Levendusky 2009), but is, to
486our knowledge, the first empirical connection between context and a citizen’s willingness to
487draw an inference.

488The Role of Political Interest

489Having recovered robust support for our main hypothesis, we now turn our attention to the role
490of political interest. Our first question is simply whether the results of the test of our main
491hypothesis change when we consider individuals with different levels of political interest.
492Figure 3 gives the answer by calculating the impact of the party line for low and high interest
493respondent inferences. Recall that the evidence for our ecological hypothesis in the top panel of
494Figure 2 came from the positive slope on the “yea” line over contexts (and the negative slope on
495the “nay” line). Thus, it is apparent from Figure 3 that this contextual effect (as indicated by the
496relevant slopes) is stronger among the highly politically interested than the less politically
497interested, since the steepness of the slopes differ. Among those with low interest, the difference
498in the change in probability of answering “yea” in response to a change in party position from
499“nay” to “yea” is only about 40 percent over the whole range of party unity, while it is over
50070 percent in the high interest case. This suggests that individuals with higher levels of interest
501in politics are better attuned to their political environment.
502This finding adds some subtlety to previous research suggesting that more interested voters
503are always more likely to apply the partisanship heuristic (Dancey and Sheagley 2013)—with
504the implication that they do so even when it leads them to make more mistakes than the less
505politically interested. Our results suggest that more politically interested voters apply the
506heuristic more often than less politically interested voters when it is likely to be accurate and
507less often when it is not.
508In addition, a close look at the results for contexts in which senators are mavericks, suggests
509that the politically interested are more likely to use an anti-partisanship heuristic
510(i.e., increasing their probability of saying “nay” and decreasing their probability of saying
511“yea” in response to a party position change from “nay” to “yea”) than are low interest
512individuals. This is clear given that only on the high interest panel is the “nay” line significantly
513different from 0 (at about 15 percent) on the far left side of the graph; for low interest
514respondents, this estimate is only about 4 percent and is not different from 0.
515While the figures we have shown so far, which feature changes in probabilities plotted against
516party unity, are the most direct way of testing our main hypotheses, we can explore the impact
517of interest a bit more if we also examine our estimates of how the levels of the various
518probabilities change with political interest.
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519These estimates are presented in Figure 4, where we present the change in the predicted
520probability of a representative respondent (the same one used in the figures above) reporting
521“yea,” “nay,” or “don’t know” resulting from a change in their political interest from low to
522high, for different vote scenarios. In the top panel, both the senator’s true vote and the party line
523are “yea” votes. In the bottom panel, the true vote remains a “yea,” but the party line is a “nay.”
524Thus, in each panel, the correct response for the voter is “yea,” but the party line is at odds with
525this correct response in the lower panel.
526The relationships in Figure 4 are quite striking. First, in every case, the probability of a “don’t
527know” answer declines with the increase in political interest. Second, the probability of
528answering correctly, “yea” in both cases, is always greater with the interest increase, but
529changes in response to the loyalty context—the increase grows monotonically when the true
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530vote and party line agree, but shrinks when the true vote and party line are at odds. Finally, in
531the case of loyal senators, higher interest voters are more likely to draw an incorrect inference
532by using the heuristic when the true vote and party line disagree (far right of lower panel), and,
533in the case of disloyal senators, higher interest voters are more likely to draw an incorrect
534inference by not using the heuristic when the true vote and party line agree (far left of upper
535panel). This adds nuance to Dancey and Sheagley’s (2013) conclusion that high interest voters
536are more likely to be led astray by heuristics when senators defect from their party. Our
537examination of the data suggests that high interest voters are more likely to answer incorrectly
538when loyal senators defect from the party line or when disloyal senators hold the party line, but
539are also more likely to answer correctly in all contexts.
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540It is important to keep in mind that these results are derived from analyses of respondents
541possessing the informational inputs necessary to properly apply the partisanship heuristic.
542In the appendix, we present the results of an analysis of all respondents, without considering
543whether or not they possess the necessary information. In this more permissive sample, the
544positive effect of political interest on heuristic application is inflated and suggests that more
545interested respondents are always more likely to apply the partisanship heuristic in all contexts,
546whether it is accurate or not, just as Dancey and Sheagley (2013) conclude. The reason for this
547difference, of course, is that political interest is a powerful predictor of whether or not a
548respondent possesses the necessary informational inputs to properly apply the partisanship
549heuristic. By choosing to include all respondents, rather than just those who possess the
550requisite information, political interest will capture variation in a respondent’s ability to
551properly apply the heuristic, as well as their propensity to apply in a particular context. Consider
552what this means substantively. There are several respondents who lack the informational inputs
553to properly apply the partisanship heuristic and may either apply it improperly (e.g., one may
554have a Democratic senator, but mistakenly believe that senator is a Republican and therefore
555infer that they took the Republican position on the roll call in question) or not at all, perhaps
556guessing at random instead. In situations where the heuristic is accurate (over 90 percent of the
557time during this period), these respondents will draw incorrect inferences more often than their
558counterparts who possess the informational inputs. Accordingly, in situations where the heur-
559istic is not accurate (< 10 percent of the time) they will appear to draw correct inferences more
560often. But this is merely an artifact of their systematic misuse of the heuristic or their random
561guesses – when exceptions to strong empirical regularities manifest, those who guess at random
562appear better informed than those who truly understand the process in question. Because this
563type of respondent is clustered in the lower interest categories, we may be tempted to draw
564conclusions about political interest and heuristic use because the design has conflated the
565application of the heuristic with the ability to apply the heuristic. We believe that this conflation
566may be appropriate in some circumstances, however, the focus of our manuscript is explicitly
567on contextual variation in the application of the partisanship heuristic, thus, we believe that the
568restricted sample is appropriate and have focused our discussion accordingly.

569Freshman Senators

570The last relationship we investigate is treatment of freshman senators. Recall from our dis-
571cussion above that freshman have no established record of party unity (at least in the senate) and
572thus provide an opportunity to assess the default expectations of voters. When inferring the
573votes of freshmen, do voters assume they are party loyalists, assume that they are mavericks,
574guess at random, or decline to respond? We assess this relationship by generating a series of
575predicted probabilities, where all variables are left at their true, observed values, except
576freshman status and past unity which, we manipulate. We plot these probabilities in a series of
577simplexes in Figure 5.
578Figure 5 distinguishes between mavericks (unity of 0.75), loyal partisans (0.95), and
579freshmen. The figure shows that freshmen senators are treated virtually identically to loyal
580partisans. Indeed, the distribution of predicted probabilities are scarcely differentiable between
581the two, but stand in stark contrast the distribution of predicted probabilities for maverick
582senators. This is strong evidence that voters consider freshmen to be nothing more than “party
583clones” until they establish a voting record (and so condition the informational environment of
584their constituents) that says otherwise.
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585CONCLUSION

586This paper takes seriously the idea that voters are sensitive to political contexts in which they
587operate and (perhaps subconsciously) employ heuristics appropriate to those contexts. Drawing
588on a growing multidisciplinary literature on the ecological rationality of heuristics, we hypo-
589thesized that constituents of senators who are loyal partisans would instinctively employ the
590partisanship heuristic to infer their senators’ behavior while constituents of mavericks would
591(again, instinctively) avoid doing so. Our empirical results are quite consistent with this
592hypothesis. Further, our analysis provides several new insights into the processes shaping voters’
593beliefs about their representatives’ behaviors. First, we find that high interest voters apply the
594partisanship heuristic more often than low interest voters in contexts where it is most likely to be
595accurate and less often in contexts where it is less likely to be accurate, adding important nuance
596to previous results. Second, we find that, in the absence of countervailing information, voters
597assume, quite sensibly, that senators are party loyalists. Specifically, freshman senators are treated
598no differently than senior senators with an established record of party loyalty. Taken together,
599these results paint a picture of a reasonable voter, who relies on heuristics, and is remarkably
600attuned to the contexts in which those heuristics are employed.
601We hope that this manuscript can contribute beyond the theory and results of the hypothesis
602testing, by motivating others to investigate how political contexts shape cognitive processes and
603information gathering. Further, we hope that behavioral scholars will engage more directly in
604the informational inputs required of their behavioral models as well as the plausibility of
605assumed information flows, as we discussed in our sample selection and short investigation of
606the relationship between legislative voting and media coverage. Finally, we believe that this
607research has normative implications as well. While previous research has documented use of the
608partisanship heuristic, few have highlighted just how accurate it is in the abstract. If voters
609simply inferred that senators voted the party line on every vote, they would be correct over 90
610percent of the time. Our research shows that citizens are not only using this powerful tool often,
611but that they are using it discriminately—demonstrating that they are more attune to their
612political surroundings than many have suspected previously.
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